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ABSTRACT
Most data cleaning systems aim to go from a given deterministic dirty database to another
deterministic but clean database. Such an enterprise pre-supposes that it is in fact possible for
the cleaning process to uniquely recover the clean versions of each dirty data tuple. This is not
possible in many cases, where the most a cleaning system can do is to generate a (hopefully
small) set of clean candidates for each dirty tuple. When the cleaning system is required to output
a deterministic database, it is forced to pick one clean candidate (say the "most likely" candidate)
per tuple. Such an approach can lead to loss of information. For example, consider a situation
where there are three equally likely clean candidates of a dirty tuple.
An appealing alternative that avoids such an information loss is to abandon the require-
ment that the output database be deterministic. In other words, even though the input (dirty)
database is deterministic, I allow the reconstructed database to be probabilistic. Although such
an approach does avoid the information loss, it also brings forth several challenges. For example,
how many alternatives should be kept per tuple in the reconstructed database? Maintaining too
many alternatives increases the size of the reconstructed database, and hence the query process-
ing time. Second, while processing queries on the probabilistic database may well increase recall,
how would they affect the precision of the query processing? In this thesis, I investigate these
questions. My investigation is done in the context of a data cleaning system called BayesWipe
that has the capability of producing multiple clean candidates per each dirty tuple, along with the
probability that they are the correct cleaned version. I represent these alternatives as tuples in
a tuple disjoint probabilistic database, and use the Mystiq system to process queries on it. This
probabilistic reconstruction (called BayesWipe-PDB) is compared to a deterministic reconstruction
(called BayesWipe-DET)–where the most likely clean candidate for each tuple is chosen, and the
rest of the alternatives discarded.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Data Cleaning: Problem
The importance of data has grown tremendously over the last decade. Data plays a pivotal role in
many processes. This includes crucial decision making and analysis processes. For example, with
the introduction of eScience [9], analysis of immense data has become a primary method of many
new scientific discoveries. The volume, variety and velocity of data that is being acquired today,
have reached an unprecedented level. Although advancements in computational technology have
provided efficient ways to store the data but the success of all data centric processes depends
primarily upon the validity of the data available for operations. For instance, when using data in
decision making processes, quality of data is vital in order to avoid wrong conclusions. There could
be many reasons behind the presence of a noise in data e.g. imperfect sensing devices and/or
information extractor, heterogeneity in data coming from different sources, misspelling during data
entry etc.[5] All these reasons may give rise to many data quality problems such as missing values,
inconsistent values, schema inconsistencies, data duplication etc. Data that contains such quality
problems is referred to as dirty data.
Make Model Cartype Condition Drivetrain 
TSX Acura Used FWD 
Honda Corolla Sedan New FWD 
Honda Civic Sdfkshf Used FWD 
Figure 1.1: Dirty Data.
Example: The sample table shown above is a snapshot of the database containing inconsistencies
and inaccuracies in the values.First tuple has an error due to incompleteness. Second and third
tuples have error due to inconsistencies e.g. corolla is not honda car, and wrong entry respectively.
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Dirty data needs to be cleaned before it can be used in crucial processes. Today, the data
cleaning problem is seen as a collection of separate problems (Duplicate removal, outliers detec-
tion, data inconsistencies etc.). Every problem in this set is a process which deals with detecting
and repairing inaccuracies and inconsistencies present in dirty data [5].
1.2 Current State of Data Cleaning
Currently, there are several commercial tools available for handling errors and anomalies in data
e.g. Informatica, Oracle Warehouse Builder etc. All these tools are referred to as ETL (Extrac-
tion, Transformation and Loading) tools [4, 21]. The effectiveness of these tools depends upon
the cleaning specifications set by domain experts. Apart from that, a variety of data cleaning ap-
proaches have been suggested over the years (e.g., outliers detection [19], noise removal [24],
entity resolution and imputation [13], recent effort on examining integrity constraints, e.g. func-
tional/inclusion dependencies (FD/IND) and their extensions (CFD/CIND) [7, 12, 3], and BayesWipe
[15]).
Each of the above data cleaning approaches is applicable to their own limited area of ap-
plication, and comes with their own advantages and disadvantages. A common theme across all
these approaches is the fact that despite evaluating multiple alternative rectifications of a dirty data
tuple, only a single cleaned version is produced as an outcome. However, deciding a unique clean
version of dirty data requires making a choice among multiple alternative rectifications of a dirty
data instance. All these approaches tend to ignore uncertainties present in the cleaning process
and resolve these uncertainties deterministically by using some fixed rules or domain expert inputs
[4]. These kinds of data cleaning approaches generate deterministic clean outcomes. In current
data cleaning approaches, only one clean version of the dirty data is produced. Since current ap-
proaches rely highly on the fixed rules/domain expert’s knowledge, depending upon their quality,
these approaches may introduce errors in the cleaned output, which results further irrecoverable
loss. Furthermore, the variety and volume of data make it more difficult for generating effective set
of fixed rules which are very critical to current data cleaning approaches. In many scenarios, it is
almost impossible to recover from such corruptions in data when deterministic cleaned outcome of
data cleaning approach is decoupled from original dirty data [4].
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1.3 Proposed Approach For Storing Outcomes of Data Cleaning
By ignoring other alternative rectifications of a data tuple in order to produce a deterministic clean
data tuple, current data cleaning approaches may end up rejecting valuable information that they
have generated while data cleaning. An alternative approach to avoid such loss is to consider
all alternative rectifications generated during data cleaning approach. This approach will produce
stochastic outcomes as opposed to deterministic outcomes of current data cleaning approach.
All uncertain rectifications of a data tuple will be stored in a probabilistic database. Belief, in
using a probabilistic database to handle incompleteness and errors in data after data cleaning, is
strengthened due to a suggestion made by CRA [2]. Also, it has been shown that maintaining the
uncertainties in the specific problem of data cleaning i.e. data de-duplication does not involve too
much overhead in space and time [6].
Although keeping multiple alternative rectifications of a data tuple seems to have some
improvement e.g. better recall and prevention of corruption, over deterministically picking one rec-
tification in data cleaning process, it is not intuitive if this proposed approach would make any
significant improvements when a larger probabilistic database is used in order to retain all alter-
native rectifications of a data tuple over a deterministic database that is of the same size as that
of original dirty data. On the positive side, it looks as if considering all rectifications will help in
avoiding the loss of information caused by deterministically selecting one ultimate clean version.
But on the other hand, probabilistic database may lose to deterministic database on the question of
scalability i.e. higher query processing times and larger physical space requirements. In addition
to this, handling large number of irrelevant rectifications present in probabilistic database poses
another severe challenge.
In this work, we investigate the trade-offs of considering multiple alternative rectifications
of a dirty data instance against having a deterministically selected unique clean version. For inves-
tigation, BayesWipe – a data cleaning system for structured data– is used. BayesWipe generates
two different sets of outcomes after cleaning a structured dirty data. BayesWipe-PDB, a set of
stochastic outcomes from BayesWipe is compared against the BayesWipe-DET, deterministic out-
come of the same system. BayesWipe-PDB contains all alternative rectifications of a dirty data
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tuple where as BayesWipe-DET considers one deterministically picked rectifications of dirty data
tuple. I investigate trade-offs of BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-DET by comparing them on scal-
ability and usefulness of their query result set.
TID Make Model Cartype Condition Drivetrain 
1 Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 
2 Honda Civic Sedan New FWD 
3 Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 
4 Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 
5 Toyota Corolla Sedan New FWD 
Figure 1.2: BayesWipe-DET, BayesWipe’s Deterministic outcomes
TID Make Model Cartype Condition Drivetrain Probability 
1 Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 0.9 
1 Honda Civik Sedan New FWD 0.1 
2 Toyota Corolla Sedan New FWD 0.2 
2 Toyota Corolla Sedan Used FWD 0.2 
2 Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 0.6 
3 Honda  Civik Sedan New FWD 0.05 
3 Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 0.95 
4 Toyota Corolla Sedan New FWD 0.9 
4 Honda Corolla Sedan New FWD 0.1 
Figure 1.3: BayesWipe-PDB, BayesWipe’s Stochastic Outcomes
Example: The example above shows a snapshot of both BayesWipe-DET and BayesWipe-PDB.
In BayeWipe-DET, one rectification is generated for every dirty data tuple, whereas in BayesWipe-
PDB, a dirty data tuple can have more than one stochastic rectifications with each having a proba-
bility value associated with it. Probability value shows systems confidence for claiming a particular
rectification to be true tuple in real world.
4
1.4 Thesis Organization
My thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 2 provides a summary of related work which con-
siders multiple alternatives after data cleaning and querying over imprecise data. As my investiga-
tion is based upon a probabilistic data cleaning system, BayesWipe and a probabilistic databases,
I cover a brief overview of BayesWipe and MystiQ, a probabilistic database management sys-
tem, in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the detailed approach followed by me for evaluation of
BayesWipe-PDB against BayesWipe-DET. BayesWipe-PDB is investigated against BayeseWipe-
DET over multiple experiments. A detailed description of setup and findings of each experiment
are explained in Chapter 5. I conclude my work in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
Data Cleaning problems have received significant attentions from traditional database community
and many approaches have been proposed to address different data cleaning problems e.g. miss-
ing values, inconsistencies, duplicate detections etc.
Most data cleaning approaches[7],[15],[17] etc. consider only one rectification of the dirty
data instance. [7] uses a minimal cover algorithm to reduce the redundant conditional functional
dependencies, where as [15] considers only that rectification that has maximum probability score.
[17] considers outiler based on maximum distance and ignores the rest. One exception is the
approach mentioned in ProbClean [6] . This paper describes a system that takes into accounts
multiple alternative rectifications from the data cleaning process. But this paper emphasizes on
another data cleaning problem which focuses on removing duplicates from the database. It main-
tains multiple repairs of dirty data in order to capture uncertainties in cleaning process. ProbClean,
focuses on scalability of the approach but it does not evaluate system on accuracy against a data
cleaning procedure which ignores the uncertainties involved. It compares probabilistic duplicate
detection approach with deterministic duplicate detection approach for clustering time, output size,
query running time and queries overhead against the data size and percentage of duplicate (Noise
in Data).
MystiQ[8] shows a way to execute a SQL query in order to obtain the results from proba-
bilistic database. In this work, to check the quality of information stored in probabilistic database
multiple random queries are run over the probabilistic data. This probabilistic query answers needs
to be evaluated. There are quite a few number of notable works [11], [10] and [18] that query the
imprecise data but I am not aware of any technique that compares the imprecise data results with
the precise data results using common metrics.
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Chapter 3
Background
In my thesis, I investigate usefulness of Probabilistic outcomes of a Data Cleaning approach. My
investigation is based on BayesWipe–Probabilisitic data cleaning system– developed by our re-
search group. I choose this system since it has a tendency to generate multiple clean versions of
a single dirty tuple with a probability value associated with each clean version. Also as it devel-
oped by our group, I have the full controll over the system. Current implementation of BayesWipe
resolves uncertainties among multiple versions by following MLE (Maximum likelihood Estimation
Approach). Here is the brief overview of BayesWipe [15].
3.1 BayesWipe Overview
BayesWipe is an end-to-end probabilistic framework for data cleaning process. It views data clean-
ing problem as a statistical inference problem over structured data. It learns two models from the
noisy data – data source model and data error model. Data source model is a learned model of
clean data generation process where as data error model learns the corruption process of how the
noise is introduced. By treating clean values as a latent random variable, BayesWipe leverages
these two learned model and infers its value through Bayesian estimation. [15].
Let D = T1.....Tn be the input data set that may contain tuple with corrupted attributes.
BayesWipe first finds a set of correction candidate C for given Ti. C = T ∗|AttrDiff(T ∗, T ) < ∆
In this correction candidate set, each T* differs from T in at most a threshold ∆ number of attributes.
After that it will calculate P (T ∗|T ) for each tuple in candidate set and return the one which has
highest P (T ∗|T ) as the clean version of T.
T ∗ = arg maxP (T |T ∗) for every T ∗ ∈ C
To calculate P (T ∗|T ) for every T*, it uses Bayes rule as
P (T ∗|T ) = P (T |T ∗).P (T ∗)
P (T ∗) and P (T ∗|T ) are calculated from data source models and data error models respectively.
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Data Source Model
This is a generative model, which gives a probability distribution over clean version of tuples i.e.
P [T*], to do so it needs to generate all m attributes of the schema of Dataset the D. Generally
in structured data, there could be number of dependencies among attributes. This data model
captures all those dependencies in a Bayes Network. Bayes Network is constructed in two steps.
In first step BayesWipe obtains the topology from a tool named Banjo [14]. Then after learning the
topology BayesWipe estimates the conditional probability tables that parameterize each node in
learned topology. This is done with a tool called Infer.NET [20, 15].
Data Error Model
BayesWipe estimates error model P (T |T∗) from noisy data. Given a set of candidate clean tuples
it estimates how similar is T to T*. BayesWipe makes some assumptions regarding the error in the
data such as errors are combination of spelling, incompletion and substitution errors. BayesWipe
defines its own similarity function as it cannot use regular string similarity measures on tuples which
is a composition of independent string. BayesWipe′s similarity function includes two similarity
measures: edit distance similarity fed and distributional similarity fds, and it generates a unified
error models. [15].
Apart from this, BayesWipe [15] also maintains an error statistic that is used at query
time. It uses error statistics to predict the likelihood that a particular attribute value in that tuple is
misspelled, substituted or missing.
3.2 MystiQ
Probabilistic databases provide a great framework to handle uncertainty in data. The uncertainty
is expressed in terms of probabilities – a tuple is present in the database with some probability,
or the value of attribute is given by some probability distribution. I use a probabilistic database
MystiQ [8] to store the outcome of the BayesWipe data cleaning process. It will store multiple
possible clean tuples for every single tuple in the database. Every clean version of the corrupted
tuple will have some probability associated with it that shows the degree of confidence in that
particular tuple to be the clean version of the corrupted tuple. MystiQ [8], a Probabilistic database
management system, is a research prototype developed at University of Washington. Like any
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other Probabilistic databases, it extends traditional database technology to handle uncertainties.
Uncertainties are expressed in terms of probabilities [23]. It supports query as complex as those
supported by advance query processors of traditional databases. It allows this while considering
the data to be uncertain. When SQL query is executed on it, MystiQ will return set of results where
each answer is annotated with a probability.
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Chapter 4
Approach for Investigating the Utility of Multiple Alternative Rectifications in Data Cleaning
I conduct a detailed study in order to evaluate utility of retaining multiple alternative rectifications
of dirty data tuple in a probabilistic database. I compare this probabilistic database against a de-
terministic database that stores only deterministic outcomes. First, I create two different outcomes
of the BayesWipe data cleaning system, BayesWipe-DET and BayesWipe-PDB. BayesWipe-DET
considers only most likely rectification for a dirty data tuple, whereas BayesWipe-PDB considers
multiple alternative rectifications for a dirty data tuple. Then an investigation strategy is developed
in order to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-DET.
4.1 BayesWipe-DET
BayesWipe-DET is a deterministic database created from the outcomes of the BayesWipe data
cleaning process. It retains only one deterministically picked rectification per dirty data tuple. For
every tuple T in dirty database, BayesWipe generates a set of candidate replacement tuples i.e a
set of T*. Every candidate replacement tuple will have a probability associated with it which is the
likelihood of that tuple to be the actual clean version in the real world. To generate BayesWipe-
DET, these stochastic results of BayesWipe are converted to deterministic results by picking only
one candidate replacement tuple which has highest likelihood of becoming the clean version of
the dirty tuple in real world. All other proposed rectifications are rejected. That candidate replace-
ment tuple is stored into a relational database that is called BayesWipe-DET. Figure 4.1 shows the
BayesWipe-DET generation process.
Dirty data 
Multiple 
alternatives 
(T*) 
BayesWipe BayesWipe-DET Most Likely T* 
Figure 4.1: BayesWipe-DET Generation
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4.2 BayesWipe-PDB
BayesWipe-PDB is the outcome of BayesWipe data cleaning process which retains all alterna-
tive rectifications for a dirty data tuple generated during data cleaning. As mentioned above,
BayesWipe performs the data cleaning tuple by tuple. It takes a dirty data tuple and transforms
that dirty tuple into a set of stochastic candidate replacement tuples. Every dirty tuple can be
one of the candidate replacement tuple and the probability of that is given by a probabilistic dis-
tribution P (T ∗|T ) generated by BayesWipe data cleaning system. Such stochastic outcomes of
BayesWipe data cleaning system are perfectly in accordance with the definition of probabilistic
database whose meaning is quite simple. Probabilistic database means that an instance of the
database can be in several states and each state will have a probability value associated with it
[23]. To consider multiple alternative rectifications in data cleaning, a probabilistic database is cre-
ated and is called BayesWipe-PDB. BayesWipe-PDB is stored in relational database and MystiQ,
[8] a probabilistic query processing engine is used to interact with probabilistic database.
Dirty data 
Multiple 
alternatives 
(T*) 
BayesWipe BayesWipe-PDB 
Figure 4.2: BayesWipe-PDB Generation
The probabilistic database generated from BayesWipe data cleaning system has uncer-
tainty present at tuple level [23]. In tuple level uncertainty, a tuple is a random variable and tuple′s
belongingness in the database is given by a probability value. A probabilistic database is simply a
probability distribution over set of possible worlds of the full database [23]. A state of the probabilis-
tic database where each data tuple is present in one of its many forms, is known as possible world
of a probabilistic database. In this case, number of possible worlds for a probabilistic database
created from BayesWipe is exponential in number of tuples in dirty database.
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In practice, there are two ways to represent the probabilistic database in relational database
i.e. tuple independent probabilistic database and block disjoint independent probabilistic database.
In tuple independent probabilistic database, tuples are independent probabilistic events [23]. But,
the best possible representation of a probabilistic database generated from outcomes of BayesWipe
data cleaning is block disjoint independent(BID), that is also known as tuple disjoint independent.
In BID, possible tuples are partitioned into blocks and all tuples in a block represent disjoint prob-
abilistic events and tuples in different blocks are independent events [23]. BayesWipe produces
multiple clean versions T* for a tuple T and all these T* of T are disjoint probabilistic events. These
events are independent of all the T* of other tuples and so a set of T* represent a block of BID
probabilistic database.
TID Make Model Cartype Condition Drivetrain Probability 
1 
Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 0.9 
Honda Civik Sedan New FWD 0.1 
2 
Toyota Corolla Sedan New FWD 0.2 
Toyota Corolla Sedan Used FWD 0.2 
Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 0.6 
3 
Honda  Civik Sedan New FWD 0.05 
Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 0.95 
4 
Toyota Corolla Sedan New FWD 0.9 
Honda Corolla Sedan New FWD 0.1 
Figure 4.3: Block disjoint independent probabilistic database.
Example: The above example shows a snapshot of a Block Independent disjoint type of
probabilistic database produced after retaining all alternative rectifications of dirty data tuple. Each
tuple ID represents a unique tuple which now can be present in multiple forms. Tuples inside the
blocks are mutually exclusive whereas outside the blocks are independent of each other.
4.3 Investigation Strategy
To find the trade-offs of considering multiple rectifications against keeping only one determinis-
tically selected rectification, I follow an investigation strategy which evaluates BayesWipe-PDB
against BayesWipe-DET on two different criteria. First, I evaluate BayesWipe-DET against BayesWipe-
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PDB on the question of scalability. In this evaluation, I inspect BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-
DET for query processing time and physical space requirement. Second, I examine whether re-
taining all alternative rectifications has any significant impact on the usefulness of the query results
when BayesWipe-PDB is used to provide query results instead of BayesWipe-DET.
4.4 Approach to evaluate
BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-DET on Scalability
In this evaluation, I compare BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWip-DET on the question of scalability.
Since BayesWipe-PDB stores all alternative rectifications of a dirty data tuple, size of probabilistic
database can be significant larger than deterministic database which stores only the most likely
rectification. This will affect the performance of BayesWipe-PDB system in terms of physical space
and query processing time. I examine if BayesWipe is still scalable to when all alternative rectifi-
cations are retained after cleaning a bigger dirty database. I also compare the query processing
time over both BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-DET.
4.5 Approach to evaluate BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-DET on
usefulness of query results
The motive of a Data cleaning process is to produce high quality data so that whenever cleaned
data is used to get information for data analysis tasks, the extracted information is more reliable
than the information from dirty data. In this evaluation, query results from BayesWipe-PDB are
compared against query results obtained after running the same query on BayesWipe-DET. This
helps in evaluating the fact that whether there is any benefit of keeping multiple alternative rectifica-
tions in a probabilistic database in terms of getting more useful information or not. An SQL select
query system is used to extract results from both BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-DET. I evaluate
the precision and recall of query results from BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-DET against the
ground truth.
Query results from BayesWipe-DET
A SQL select query is used to get query result from deterministic database, BayesWipe-DET.
SQL-Server is used as query engine and it runs the query over BayesWipe-DET like any other
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traditional relational database. Query results obtained are deterministic in nature – there is no
uncertainty present at tuple level and every tuple constitutes the result set as a whole. Figure 4.4
shows the deterministic results obtained from BayesWipe-DET for a selection query σmake=′Honda′
TID Make Model Cartype Condition Drivetrain 
1 Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 
2 Honda Civic Sedan New FWD 
3 Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 
4 Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 
Figure 4.4: Deterministic query results from BayesWipe-DET
Query results from BayesWipe-PDB
MystiQ [8] is used as a query processing engine to obtain results for an SQL select query from
BayesWipe-PDB. This query result set is essentially of different kind from the query results gen-
erated by BayesWipe-DET. BayesWipe-PDB produces a result set that is probabilistic in nature.
Since BayesWipe-PDB contains multiple alternative rectifications for a single tuple, it is very natu-
ral that more than one alternative rectifications are returned as a response to the query. Therefore,
a query result set may have multiple instances of the same tuple. Each instance of the tuple has
a probability associated with it which shows the belongingness of that particular instance in result
set. Below figure 4.5 shows the probabilistic results obtained from BayesWipe-PDB for a selection
query σmake=′Honda′
Query result – evaluation challenges
Precision and recall metrics are used to compare query results from BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWip-
DET. Precision and Recall of query results is calculated against ground truth using standard preci-
sion recall formulas.
Precision = TruepositivesTruePositives+Falsepositives
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TID Make Model Cartype Condition Drivetrain Probability 
1 
Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 0.9 
Honda Civik Sedan New FWD 0.1 
2 Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 0.6 
3 
Honda  Civik Sedan New FWD 0.05 
Honda Civic Sedan Used FWD 0.95 
4 Honda Corolla Sedan New FWD 0.1 
Figure 4.5: Probabilistic query results from BayesWipe-PDB
Recall = TruePositivesTruePositives+Falsenegatives
Query results evaluation is not straightforward. There are two major evaluation challenges associ-
ated with precision/recall evaluation.
1. Defining membership of a result tuple in ground truth: - When evaluating precision and recall
of query result from cleaned data, an important concern is identifying membership of the
resulting tuple in the ground truth. It is tricky to define which resulting tuple will correspond
to a true positive and which will not. For an instance, consider a tuple T is returned as a
resulting tuple from cleaned data. This tuple is returned since it’s attribute values match
query condition. This tuple has query attribute values same as that of the tuple from ground
truth, but values of all remaining attributes may or may not be cleaned correctly. So, should
this tuple T be considered as true positive or false positive. This is the question of relevance
of tuple T that needs to be addressed beforehand.
To resolve this issue, membership of a particular resulting tuple is defined in terms of tuple id
only. Although this approach may look like a straightforward way to define membership, but
this approach is intuitively correct. Consider running a query on a used-car database. When
a user runs a query, she gets a set of results that the system has to determines relevant to
her. As explained above, all resulting tuples may not have all attributes of the car cleaned
correctly. The ultimate test of relevance of that car is when she actually evaluates the car in
question by looking at the object in real life (and checking if it matches her criteria). Thus,
the question of relevance is decided not by the attribute values in the database, but by the
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real-life entity that it is referring to. This reference to real-life entity is provided by the primary
key (a tuple-id or a Vehicle Identification Number). That is why tuple ids are considered
while calculating the precision and recall of query results. Tuples whose tuple ids appear
in result set from ground truth and results from BayesWipe-DET or probabilistic results from
BayesWiple-PDB are considered as true positives.
2. Precision/Recall evaluation on probabilistic query results: - Evaluation on probabilistic query
results from BayesWipe is not straightforward as that of the deterministic results from BayesWipe-
DET. Once the memebership of query results in ground truth is defined, precision/recall for
deterministic results can be calculated using standard formulas of these metrics. It is not
obvious how to extend precision and recall metrics to probabilistic databases in an efficient
manner, while respecting possible world semantics [16]. When a query runs on probabilistic
database, it generates a set of probabilistic tuples. Each probabilistic tuple is a set of all
its alternative rectifications that match query condition and these rectifications will have a
probability value associated with them.
Ideally, in order to find precision/recall of a probabilistic query result set, one has to find
precision/recall of query results from every possible world of probabilistic database using
standard precision/recall formulas. Then the overall precision/recall of probabilistic result
set can be calculated as the aggregated sum of product of precision/recall and probability
of every possible world. There is no efficient algorithm defined for calculating precision
and recall over exponential numbers of possible worlds. Therefore, precision and recall
of probabilistic results are calculated using approximate methods. There are two possible
methods to compute approximate precision and recall.
In first method, approximate precision and recall is calculated by taking into accounts the
fractional belongingness of the probabilistic tuples in query results from BayesWipe-PDB.
Fractional belongingness is given by the aggregated probability of probabilistic tuple in query
results from BayesWipe. Aggregated probability of a probabilistic tuple is the sum of prob-
abilities of all alternative rectification of that probabilistic tuple present in result set. Then it
uses following formulas to compute approximate precision and recall.
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ApproximatePrecision = Σt∈TPP (t)Σt∈TPP (t)+Σt∈FPP (t)
ApproximateRecall = Σt∈TPP (t)Σt∈TPP (t)+Σt∈FNP (t)
In the second method, approximate precision and recall is calculated using the traditional
way[1]. In this method, a threshold value is set and aggregated probability values of proba-
bilistic tuples of query results are compared against it. All the tuples which have aggregated
probability values less than threshold are removed from the result set. In order to perform
the precision and recall calculations, probabilistic result set of a query is converted to de-
terministic result set. The conversion is done by collapsing all alternatives of a tuple into
one result tuple represented uniquely by a tuple id. It is important to note that this deter-
minization process is distinct from the determinization done at data cleaning process i.e. the
determinized probabilistic result set is different from deterministic result set obtained from
BayesWipe-DET. In fact, the probabilistic results followed by determinization is superior to
the deterministic results because it can retrieve alternatives that may not individually be the
most probable alternative, but collectively match the user’s query to create a tuple. This
determinization is followed by a thresholding over the total probability of the collapsed tuple.
After thresholding, the remaining tuples in deterministic results are considered determinis-
tic and standard precision/recall formulas are used to calculate approximate precision and
recall of probabilistic query results.
I could not find a theoretical justification for using standard precision recall formula to con-
sider only partial belongingness of a tuple so I choose second method to calculate the ap-
proximate precision and recall of the probabilistic query results which follows the standard
precision/recall formula.
Thresholding–controlling accuracy of Probabilistic query results
A query over probabilistic database generates probabilistic result set which has probabilistic tuple
of various probability value. Deterministic result set generated from probabilistic result set stores
total probability value of probabilistic tuples in result set. Total probability value of a probabilistic tu-
ple represents the confidence of the system in claiming that particular tuple is a part of ground truth
result set when query is run on true data. Since all alternative rectifications of a dirty data tuple are
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stored into probabilistic database, it is more likely that result set will have many probabilistic tuples
which have very low value of aggregated probabilities. In other words, system does not have good
confidence in claiming those tuples to be a part of ground truth result set. A probabilistic tuple
with low probability is more likely to be a false positive in real world. Since deterministic metrics
like precision and recall are used to evaluate result set of query over BayesWipe-PDB, more false
positive results reduce usefulness of the result set. So it is important to remove them from the
results set. All alternatives of probabilistic tuples which have very low value of aggregated proba-
bility, are removed from probabilistic results set in order to increase the usefulness of result set. By
manipulating threshold value, precision and recall of the result set can be controlled. If threshold
value is kept high, it will remove less likely tuples from the result set but this will decrease recall.
A low threshold value will consider more numbers of tuples even though there are many tuples in
which system does not have much confidence.
4.6 Potential issues of considering multiple alternative rectifications
When BayesWipe cleans dirty data, for every tuple T, it generates multiple candidate replacement
tuples with each having a probability value associated with it. Probability value shows how likely
a particular tuple is the ultimate clean version of the tuple in real world. But, when the data size
increases, it is observed that BayesWipe also generates a bigger set of candidate replacement
tuples for a dirty tuple T. This set includes many candidate replacement tuples which have vanish-
ingly small probabilities and are less likely to become the true tuple in real world. If all candidate
replacement tuples are stored after the data cleaning process, size of probabilistic database can
be very large. Large sized probabilistic database would cause issues related to scalability of this
approach. These issues include greater query processing time and higher space requirement.
To handle such potential issues, I present an optimization technique. Next section discusses it in
details.
4.7 Optimization Techniques
In order to avoid potential issues associated with the approach that keeps multiple rectifications of
a dirty data tuple, an optimization technique is presented. This technique is called Pre-Pruning.
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All candidate replacement tuples for a dirty data tuple are retained in probabilistic database. Pre-
Pruning follows an additional filtering step. It generates a subset of all alternative rectifications and
keeps only those rectifications which pass pre-pruning test.
Pre-Pruning
Since size of BayesWipe-PDB is larger than the size of BayesWipe-DET, it is quite obvious that
BayesWipe-PDB will have greater query processing time and higher physical space requirements.
For large dirty dataset, it is observed that size of BayesWipe become very large and BayesWipe-
PDB performs very poorly on scalability as compare to BayesWipe-DET.
Pre-Pruning is an optimization technique that is presented to address potential scalability
issues. In Pre-Pruning, all alternative rectifications generated by BayesWipe data cleaning sys-
tem are not considered equally important. In order to avoid a very large numbers of alternatives,
which have diminishing probability values stored in the probabilistic database, a pruning algorithm
is applied to the set of candidate replacement tuples (T ∗). This pruning algorithm eliminates one
or more T ∗s and generates a subset to be preserved in probabilistic database, both reducing the
database size as well as improving query time.
Dirty data 
Multiple 
alternatives 
(T*) 
BayesWipe BayesWipe-PDB 
Pruning 
Figure 4.6: BayesWipe-PDB generation with Pruning
A naive method of performing pruning would be to place a single threshold on the proba-
bility, P (T ∗|T ) and remove all alternative rectifications whose probabilities are less than threshold.
However, it is observed from BayesWipe outcomes that keeping single threshold on P (T ∗|T ) is
not adequate, as there are many tuples that are legitimate tuples, but have a low score since they
are infrequent in the database, or the data cleaning algorithm did not have enough error statistics
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to discover an error pattern. On the other hand, setting a fixed threshold low enough to allow all
these clean rectifications into the probabilistic database almost removes any size advantage ob-
tained from pruning. To perform efficient pruning, I come up with a novel algorithm to prune the set
of T ∗s to store in the Probabilistic database. The initial decision is based on P (T ∗|T ).
Algorithm 1 Algorithm to prune set of candidate replacement tuples generated by BayesWipe
T*[]= set of all candidate clean version of a given tuple T
for i = 0 to T ∗.length do
if (P (T ∗[i]|T ) >= β) then
Keep T* as candidate clean version of T
else if (P (T ∗[i]|T ) <= α) then
Discard T* as candidate clean version of T
else if (P (T ∗[i]) >= γ ∗ P (T )) then
Keep T* as candidate clean version of T
else
Discard T* as candidate clean version of T
end if
end for
All the candidate replacement versions which have a P (T ∗|T ) lower than a fixed threshold
α are put into ‘rejected’ category and are not considered as alternative rectifications. The value
of α is set low enough to avoid adding noisy, infrequent tuples (which are likely dirty tuples, and
not clean outliers) from being stored in the probabilistic database. All T ∗ with P (T ∗|T ) values
higher than another fixed threshold β are placed into an ‘accepted’ category and are included in
the Probabilistic database without further computation. The value of β is set high to have a high
bar for clean T ∗s.
Tuples having P (T ∗|T ) lying between α and β are kept in ‘processing’ category and de-
cisions on those tuples are made based upon the ratio of prior values of candidate and original
tuples, P (T ∗)/P (T ). Using a ratio avoids the problem of using a fixed threshold that is oblivious
to the prior of the tuple. It is more likely that a frequent tuple is corrupted than a rare tuple but
BayesWipe could not give the appropriate probability value due to the absence of error statistics.
That is why candidate clean rectification T* in this category, which has significantly higher prior
than the prior of the original tuples, are stored in probabilistic database. Also, tuples for which both
the original and the candidate tuples have a low prior will be allowed in the probabilistic database
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since it is more likely that they are clean outliers. On the other hand, if the candidate clean tuple
has a low prior value, but the original tuple is much more frequent, it is likely that the T ∗ is a dirty
one. Tuples in this category are, therefore, only allowed in the probabilistic database if this ratio is
larger than a threshold γ. The values of α, β and γ are set empirically. The observed best values
for α, β and γ are 0.009, 0.5 and 5 respectively.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Setup and Results
5.1 Experimental Setup
In order to evaluate BayesWipe-PDB against BayesWipe-DET, all experiments are performed in
the same environment in which BayesWipe performs data cleaning.
Data Set
Experiments are performed on same dataset that BayesWipe[15] uses in order to clean data.
This is a used car dataset which is crawled from Google Base. Similarly, for BayesWipe data
cleaning, only the attributes which are categorical in nature are picked. resulting in 8 attributes.
This observed database is clean. Then, I introduced noise in attributes randomly. I follow the same
algorithm to introduce a noise as that of BayesWipe data cleaning. Experiments are performed
on dataset whose size varies from 1000 to 30000 tuples. Synthetic noise is introduced to dataset
which varies from 1% to 25%.
Random queries
In order to perform the evaluation on the information extracted by queries from BayesWipe-PDC
dataset and BayesWipe-DDC dataset, all the queries are selected at random. Queries are selected
on various columns of database for a particular domain value of the column. Particular column and
corresponding domain value for a query is selected at random.
Hardware and Software
To perform the experiments, a Dell Optiplex Machine is used. This machine has 64 bits Windows
7 operating system and runs with 8 GB of random access memory and Intel Core2 Quad CPU
Q9650. MystiQ [8], a prototype of Probabilistic database management system is used to provide
query processing functionality on probabilistic database. Since MystiQ uses standard database
system to store the data, SQL Server [22] is used to store probabilistic as well as deterministic
data. All the evaluation experiments are implemented in Java.
5.2 Experiments and Results
BayesWipe-PDB is experimentally evaluated against BayesWipe-DET in two scenarios. In first
scenario, BayesWipe-PDB is a probabilistic database which stores all alternative rectifications gen-
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erated by BayesWipe for a dirty data tuple. Multiple random queries are run against BayesWipe-
PDB and BayesWipe-DET and their result sets are compared with result set from ground truth to
evaluate their effectiveness. Figure 5.1 shows the comparison of recall values for multiple random
queries on the database. For a fix threshold 0.01, recall value of the result set from BayesWipe-
PDB is higher than the recall value of BayesWipe-DET in every case since more numbers of
relevant results are returned from bigger BayesWipe-PDB.
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Figure 5.1: Recall of queries run against BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-DET
Figure 5.2 shows the precision of same queries. It is quite evident that precision of the
results goes down significantly. BayesWipe-PDB retain many irrelevant results since it stores all
alternative rectifications.
Average precision and recall does not give a good enough idea about the comparison of
BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-DET when multiple random queries are used to generate the
results set. So, instead of that, I use two non-normalized metrics, overall loss and overall gain, to
show the comparison of BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-DET.
Overall loss and gain are calculated for 100 randoms queries over BayesWipe-PDB and
BayesWipe-DET. Overall loss is defined as the total increase in the number of false positives when
BayesWipe-PDB is used instead of BayesWipe-DET. Overall gain is defined as the increase in
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Figure 5.2: Precision of queries run against BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-DET
number of true positives when all alternative rectifications are considered. Figure 5.3 shows the
overall gain and overall loss.
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Figure 5.3: Average Gain in true positive and average Loss in false positive – BayesWipe-PDB vs
BayesWipe-DET
As shown by figure 5.3, keeping multiple alternatives in a probabilistic database definitely
increases the numbers of true positive results generated but increase in false positive results is
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significantly higher which can not be ignored.
BayesWipe-PDB is also compared against BayesWipe-DET on scalability. For that, aver-
age query processing time and size of database in terms of numbers of tuples of BayesWipe-PDB
is compared against average query processing time and size of database of BayesWipe-DET.
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Figure 5.4: BayesWipe-PDB size against BayesWipe-DET size
Figure 5.4 shows the database size comparison of BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-DET.
It is quite evident that the size of BayeWipe-PDB will be larger than BayesWipe-DET. This ex-
periment is done in order to check what is the worst case size that can be obtained and if the
change in size is manageable or not. As the noise in dirty data increases, the size of BayesWipe-
PDB, a probabilistic database generated as the result of keeping all alternatives rectifications in
BayesWipe process, also increases. Similarly, the average query processing time(averaged over
100 random queries) of BayesWipe-PDB is much worse than the BayeWipe-DET. This is accred-
ited to two reasons. First, the size of underlying database is hugely different in both approaches.
Second, there is not industry strength probabilistic database management system available. Fig-
ure 5.5 shows the comparison of average query processing time.
Figure 5.6 shows the impact of threshold value on the accuracy of query results from
BayesWipe-PDB. x-axis represents the threshold value where as y-axis respresents the preci-
sion/recall value. As the value of threshold increase, it eliminates more number of query results
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Figure 5.5: Average query time comparison BayesWipe-PDB and BayesWipe-DET
which will increase the precision but it will impact the recall value of result set. Graph shows how
average precision and average recall varies with threshold value. Data set, used here, has 30000
tuple and has 5% of noise level. Average of precision and recall is taken over 10 random queries.
Thresholding is applied after the execution of query over probabilistic database, so it does
not make any improvement in physical space requirement and query processing time.
In second scenario BayesWipe-PDB is optimized with pre-pruning. BayesWipe-PDB does
not contain all alternative rectifications for a dirty data tuple, instead a pruning algorithm is used to
generate a subset of candidate replacement tuples that are produced by BayesWipe as alternative
rectifications for a dirty data tuple. This probabilistic database is compared against BayesWipe-
DET for usefulness of the query results as well as on scalability. Figure 5.7 shows the gain in true
positive results and loss in false positive results generated when random queries are executed
against BayesWipe-PDB with pre-pruning and BayesWipe-DET. This graph shows that in every
case, the numbers of false positives generated in the process of getting more true results is far
less than the gain in number of true positive results.
Figure 5.8 compares the overall gain and Loss of BayesWipe-PDB with pruning and without
pruning.
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Figure 5.6: Precision and recall of BayesWipe-PDB with thresholding vs precision and recall of
BAyesWipe-DET
BayesWipe-PDB with pruning is evaluated for scalability similarly to BayesWipe-PDB with-
out pruning. BayeWipe-PDB with pruning makes a significant improvement in query processing
time and the size of the probabilistic database stored as compared to BayesWipe-PDB without
pruning. Figure 5.9 shows the processing time of BayesWipe-PDB without pruning, BayesWipe-
PDB with pruning and BayesWipe-DET.
Figure 5.10 shows the database size of BayesWipe-PDB without pruning, BayesWipe-PDB
with pre-pruning and BayesWipe-DET.
5.3 Result Summary
In these experiments, BayesWipe-PDB is compared against BayesWipe-DET. BayesWipe-PDB is
evaluated against BayesWipe-DET in two separate modes.
In first mode, BayesWipe-PDB is created from outcomes of BayesWipe data cleaning
system by giving equal importance to all alternative rectifications of a dirty data tuple and all of
them is stored into a probabilistic database. In this evaluation, it is found that, although querying
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Figure 5.7: Average Gain and Loss from BayesWipe-DET when BayesWipe-PDB with pruning is
used
BayesWipe-PDB, produces more true positive results than BayesWipe-DET, but in lure of produc-
ing more true results, BayesWipe-PDB also produces more false positive results. It is observed
that total average gain in true positive results is very small as compared to the loss in false positive
results. An appropriate value of threshold can help in improving the accuracy of the results by
eliminating some of the irrelevant results but it will also affect the recall.
In second mode, BayesWipe is generated by not giving equal importance to all the al-
ternative rectifications. It considers only selected rectifications and prunes many unnecessary
candidate replacement tuples produced by BayesWipe data cleaning. Evaluation of this mode
shows significant improvement in loss caused by more numbers of false positive without affecting
the gain in true positive. Following this approach, the gain in true positive results is higher than
loss in false positive. This approach also makes a significant improvement in size of probabilistic
database without losing any valuable information. The improvement in space is up to 90% in the
size of probabilistic data. It also improves the query processing time significantly. The experimental
results summary is shown in figure 5.11
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Figure 5.8: Average Gain and Loss from BayesWipe-DET when BayesWipe-PDB with pruning and
BayesWipe-PDB without pruning is used
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Figure 5.9: Average query processing time of BayesWipe-DET, BayesWipe-PDB, BayesWipe-PDB
with pre-pruning
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Figure 5.11: Experimental results summary
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, I investigated the trade-offs of retaining multiple alternative rectifications of the dirty
data instance in data cleaning process against keeping only the most likely rectification of the
dirty data instance. The investigation is done in the context of a data cleaning system, called
BayesWipe. I demonstrated the method of considering multiple alternative rectifications by re-
taining all rectifications in a probabilistic database. I compared the two different outcomes of
BayesWipe data cleaning system – BayesWipe-DET deterministic outcome that retains only one
rectification per dirty data tuple and BayesWipe-PDB, a probabilistic outcome that considers more
than one alternative rectifications per dirty data tuple. I compared them on scalability and useful-
ness of the query results obtained from both outcomes. I showed, how keeping more alternatives
would help in generating more true results than the true result generated from BayesWipe-DET.
I also pointed out a few potential issues related to scalability and usefulness of the query results
associated with the approach that keeps all alternative rectifications.
Further, I presented how thresholding can improve the usefulness of the query results by
eliminating irrelevant results which have probability values lower than the fixed threshold value
from the result set. I showed how user can controll he precision/recall of query results by varying
the value of threshold. In addition to this, I presented a novel pre-pruning technique in order to
avoid too many low probable rectifications to be stored in the probabilistic database. I showed,
how pre-pruning helped in both reducing the database size as well as improving the query time
without giving anything significant on usefulness of the query results.
In my thesis, I presented how keeping multiple alternative rectifications from data cleaning
rather than one rectification could give you some benefits in terms of getting more true positive
results but this approach comes with a high query processing time and a larger physical space
requirement. So, one should consider all his/her objectives before opting for this alternative ap-
proach.
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